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Nitriles 
The most diverse family known in the ISM
Bond strength ~9.1eV
                ~880 kJ/mol
www.astro.uni-koeln.de/
            cdms/molecules
  
The Nitriles Project
Combines laboratory and astronomical techniques to 
constrain the formation of a family of molecules:
Single Dish Radio Astronomy
Laboratory Microwave Spectroscopy
Broad Bandwidth Radio Interferometry
  
The Nitriles Project:
In the Lab
Supersonic expansion of CH3CN 
through an electric discharge 
Monitored via broadband 
microwave spectroscopy
           
Thaddeus & McCarthy (2001), Spectrochimica:Mol&Bio, 57,757.
  
The Nitriles Project:
In the Lab
Molecular Formation Explained by:
– Dissociation of CH3CN  to form radicals: 
CH3CN → ∙CH2CN + ∙H
CH3CN → ∙CH3 +∙CN
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Molecular Formation Explained by:
– Dissociation of CH3CN  to form radicals: 
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– Radical-radical recombination:
e.g. ∙CH2CN + ∙CH3 → CH3CH2CN
                    Highly exo-energetic!
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– Radical-radical recombination:
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– Structural processing: 
  
Nitriles 
The most diverse family known in the ISM
33% of known interstellar 
species with > 4 atoms
www.astro.uni-koeln.de/
            cdms/molecules
  
Nitriles in Sagittarius 
In Sgr B2(N), nitriles are anomolous!
– Absorption lines
– Very low excitation
  
Sagittarius B2(N)
To understand the chemistry, we need high resolution
 
Sgr B2(N) continuum at 18GHz with the VLA.  GBT beam overlaid (white circle).
  
Imaging Nitriles in Sagittarius
Karl G. Jansky VLA:  
Targeted transitions from 9 molecules at 18 – 21 GHz
1km/s channel resolution
~1” spatial resolution
  
Continuum image of Sgr B2(N) at 18 GHz, overlaid with integrated line contours of HC3N, 
CH3CN, CH2CHCN, CH3CH2CN, and CH2CN. Dashed line contours are in absorption.
  
Continuum image of the LMH at 18 GHz, overlaid with integrated line contours of HC3N, 
CH3CN, CH2CHCN, CH3CH2CN, and CH2CN. Dashed line contours are in absorption.
  
Cyanomethanimine 
(HNCHCN)
Above:  An initially unidentified transition 
present in both the PRIMOS spectrum (blue) 
and the laboratory spectrum (black), motivated 
work that led to the detection of a new 
interstellar molecule and refined measurements 
of the spectrum of HNCHCN.
Left:  A map of integrated emission from 
HNCHCN shows that it is present in absorption 
against a shell-shaped region of continuum 
emission. 
  
Take Away Points
Acknowledgments
   
● Newly available broad bandwidth 
radio interferometry enables new 
tests of molecular formation.  
● The distributions of imines and the 
radical are consistent with enhance-
ment in diffuse environments with 
higher UV fields.  
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Hot Core Lines in ATCA Data
  
Pate Group Spectroscopy
http://faculty.virginia.edu/bpate-lab/
  
  
  
  
